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re-start
your business.
Be on the safe side with our comprehensive
safety and hygiene concept “B-SAFE 4business”.

imm-cologne.com

new beginnings
in new
environments
There’s no business like … more business.
But how can we restart the engine under
corona-era conditions? That’s the question
an entire industry is asking itself right now!
We have the answer: take advantage of the
opportunity imm cologne is offering you for
a successful restart. As the biggest international trade show for furniture and interior
design, we want to be there for you − especially now. In January 2021, we’ll be the
first interiors fair to offer you something
we’ve all been missing for a long time now:
the possibility of face-to-face networking.
We’ll also be initiating lots of new and
innovative approaches in this context. We’ll
create a network of people, ideas and
pathways to shared success and help you.
With 280,000 m² of exhibition space,
imm cologne provides an open platform
with plenty of options for spreading even a
relatively large number of participants over
correspondingly large areas. The detailed
safety and hygiene concept presented on
the following pages provides the basis for a
successful restart.

The imm cologne team is looking forward to
getting the new trade fair year off to a
flying start with you!
Face-to-face interaction is what makes a
trade fair tick. In order to make your networking as safe and successful as possible,
we have developed a series of seamlessly
interlocking measures that regulate how
people come together and interact at the
trade fair. Our aim: to ensure the highest
level of professional safety and create an
environment that allows your business to
grow.

new
impetus
for your
business –
a safe bet
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SHOW SAFE

We’ve summarised our health protection
measures under four headings: SHOW SAFE,
MEET SAFE, STAY SAFE and VISIT SAFE. They
govern how people can come together and
interact at the trade fair and are designed
to give you total peace of mind about taking
part. In particular, the SHOW SAFE section
details the steps that you, as an imm
cologne exhibitor, can implement at your
stand to ensure your participation in the
trade fair is both successful and inspiring.

VISIT SAFE

ORGANISATION
AND SERVICES

STAY SAFE

#B-SAFE
4 business

Visitor numbers
The number of visitors at your stand is not
regulated as long as you ensure the minimum distance of 1.5 metres. Brief exceptions are permitted (e. g. when passing
other people) provided a mouth and nose
covering is worn.
Ensure a spacious layout
Make sure the minimum distance can be
maintained during activities at the stand.
Avoid unnecessary bottlenecks. In the case
of two-storey stands, please plan for sufficiently wide stairs or one-way traffic.
Meeting areas
Position tables and chairs in such a way
that there is a minimum distance of at least
1.5 metres between people.

design
your
stand
safely

What needs to be taken into account to
build the stand in such a way that safety
measures can be complied with? SHOW
SAFE provides the answers to your most
important questions. For further details,
please get in touch with your contact on
the imm cologne team.

EXHIBITOR
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SHOW SAFE

Entrances and exits
In the case of bigger stands, it may be
necessary to plan separate entrances, exits
and screens in order to keep an eye on the
number of visitors and ensure compliance
with the minimum distance requirement.
Product presentation/exhibits
The display of product information in the
immediate vicinity of the stand boundary is
subject to restrictions. When positioning
your products, please ensure sufficient
open space at your stand.
Ventilation
Spaces or meeting areas with closed ceilings are not permitted.

ensure
hygiene
at your
stand
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SHOW SAFE
How can you ensure general hygiene and
protect the health of staff and visitors at
your stand? The essential rules are listed
here. Please note: it’s very important that
the hygiene measures you take at your
stand are documented in a hygiene concept.

General hygiene provisions
Please ensure compliance with the generally applicable hygiene regulations at your
stand, e. g. by refraining from shaking hands
and physical contact.
Disinfection
Provide disinfectant at your stand and clean
high-touch surfaces as needed and/or between visitors.
Mouth and nose protection
It is mandatory to wear mouth and nose
protection at the stands. The only exceptions are outdoor areas, as well as seating
at stands or in food service areas − provided
sufficient distance can be maintained.
Hospitality and events
The use of large containers for distributing
sweets or other giveaways intended for all
stand visitors is not currently allowed.
However, such items may be handed out by
stand staff. Stand parties or comparable
activities are not permitted.
Catering
You can still use a caterer of your choice
provided the applicable food service regulations are complied with. Open buffets or
self-service are not permitted.

MEET SAFE covers measures designed to
ensure safer interaction. From limiting
visitor numbers and increasing the floor
space available all the way to optimised
entrance and exit management, we will
ensure that the mandatory minimum distances can be maintained.
Visitor numbers at the exhibition centre
Online registration and online tickets will
enable us to keep a careful eye on the
number of visitors at all times.
Increased floor space
If necessary, we will increase the floor space
available for the event. This will give visitors and exhibitors greater freedom of
movement.
Adaptation of aisle widths and traffic areas
We will define the aisle widths and traffic
areas for every event in advance to ensure
the minimum distance of 1.5 metres can be
maintained.
DISTANCING
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maintaining
the required
distance

MEET SAFE

Conferences
For the protection of all participants, both
the seating layout and the number of seats
will be adapted appropriately. No standing
room will be available and separate entrances and exits will be designated where
necessary.
Entrances and waiting areas
Passage speeds and maximum numbers of
people will be calculated for each entrance.
Minimum distances will also be stipulated in
waiting areas.

Monitoring
Technical tools will be used to monitor − and,
if necessary, regulate − the distribution of
attendees and visitor flows at all times. A
corresponding app will be made available to
exhibitors and visitors.
Digital signage systems
The digital signage system enables us to
provide targeted information at important
hotspots and draw attention to current
regulations.
Individual design of hubs
There will be special regulations for hubs
such as cloakrooms, bag checks, turnstiles,
information counters, car park ticket machines and elevators.
Trade fair events
Koelnmesse will review the feasibility of
every trade fair event. Events with a partylike character are not possible.
ORGANISATION
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for a
safe time
at the fair

STAY SAFE

The measures defined under STAY SAFE
ensure that large gatherings are avoided
and that you will be safe and in good hands
even at classic contact points like food
service areas.

Full registration to facilitate tracing
Everybody who attends the trade fair is
required to register online beforehand. This
allows contacts to be identified quickly
should there be any cases of coronavirus
infection.
Food service
Our food service partner has developed a
comprehensive concept for both food service
in the halls and stand catering that complies
with the relevant legal requirements.
Medical service
Qualified medical care is available on site at
all times.

rigorous
hygiene
measures

VISIT SAFE covers measures to ensure the
implementation of hygiene regulations
throughout the exhibition centre − from
disinfectant dispensers and enhanced
cleaning protocols all the way to the provision of mouth and nose protection.
HYGIENE

VISIT SAFE

Disinfection and cleaning
Disinfectant dispensers will be provided at
all crucial points throughout the exhibition
centre. There will be enhanced cleaning
protocols for high-touch surfaces (e. g.
counters, tables, handrails).
Mouth and nose protection
For the protection of all attendees, wearing
mouth and nose protection is mandatory for
everybody except in seating areas, e. g. at
stands or in food service areas. We will
provide mouth and nose protection for
attendees who don’t have their own masks.
Ventilation
The exhibition space at imm cologne is
equipped with modern ventilation systems
that permit the separate regulation of
incoming and outgoing air.
Sanitary facilities
All sanitary facilities will be cleaned at
frequent intervals. We will ensure sufficient
distance can be maintained at hand-washing and disinfection facilities.
Contact-free access
With the exception of fire doors, all door
systems will remain permanently open in
order to reduce contact with surfaces.
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Full details of Koelnmesse’s
hygiene and safety concept are
available online at:
imm-cologne.com/besafe
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we’re
looking
forward to
seeing you!

The sense of new beginnings, the desire for
something new, has rarely been stronger
than now. In these unusual times, we’ll
help you bring unusual projects to life.
Few markets are as strong or have as much
potential for recovery as the German market. That’s why, especially now, it’s vital

for the industry and trade fair to stand
shoulder to shoulder and make plans together.
Let’s join forces and make the most of
the new energy this unlocks!

